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Thomson Reuters: 
Supporting the entire academic enterprise

Supporting over 5600 universities, governments and  research institutions from 
more than 100 countries
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Web of Science 
The quality and reliability of metrics is only as good as the data used to generate them

Evaluated authoritative content
– Thomson Reuters specialists evaluate journals of 3300 publishers
– Ongoing Independent and publisher-neutral evaluation of all types 

of journal
• Journals from commercial publishers
• Academic society journals
• Open Access journals
• Electronic only journals etc.



Truly Multidisciplinary
– Journals are selected to provide coverage of all fields of scholarly research 
– 11,800 journals in 256 subject categories

– 7,890 journals in the hard sciences
– Social sciences – 2,690 journals
– Arts & humanities –1,470 journals 

– More than 12,000 conferences annually. Unmatched coverage.
– > 48 million unique records (largest citation database)
– > 1.96 million records in 2008 (largest citation database)
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For up to date info see: http://wokinfo.com/realfacts/

Web of Science 
The quality and reliability of metrics is only as good as the data used to generate them



Cover to cover indexing of all Journals
All cited references, back to 1900 ( > 700 million searchable cited references)
Indexing of 100% of available cited references (enables to perform analyses on 
literature that is not indexed)
The largest citation database available
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Science Citation Index   7,890 Titles

SSCI         2,690 Titles

Century of Science1900

1956

A&HCI   1,470 Titles 1975

1945

Century of Social Sciences1900

CPCI1990

Web of Science 
The quality and reliability of metrics is only as good as the data used to generate them
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All cited references indexed
Unique data



• Thomson Reuters captures all formal Cited References for all records
• All author names captured, including the full name when available
• Authors are linked to addresses making the affiliation clear
• All addresses are captured
• Funding Acknowledgements are captured for easy identification of 
grant based research and commercial interests 

Funding Acknowledgements are not available on the full archive. 
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Web of Science 
The quality and reliability of metrics is only as good as the data used to generate them
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An important paper, cited 332 times
Hundreds of authors (all indexed)

184 Addresses (all indexed)

An important paper, cited 332 times
Hundreds of authors (all indexed)

184 Addresses (all indexed)
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International collaborations

8% in 1970

25% in 1990

32% in 2010
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Srecko Nedeljkovic (1923-2011)
One of the greatest contributor for 

Serbian Medical research

The most cited Serbian paperThe most cited Serbian paper
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Srecko Nedeljkovic (1923-2011)
A tremendous impact on the international 

research community

51 papers indexed in the Web of Science since 1981
They have been cited 3400 times since 1985

51 papers indexed in the Web of Science since 1981
They have been cited 3400 times since 1985

In high impact Journals
Lancet
Jama
Am J of clinical Nutrition 
Circulation
European Heart Journal
Int Journal of 
Epidemiology
Journal of Nutrition
British Journal of Nutrition
Food Chemistry
Preventive Medicine
…

In high impact Journals
Lancet
Jama
Am J of clinical Nutrition 
Circulation
European Heart Journal
Int Journal of 
Epidemiology
Journal of Nutrition
British Journal of Nutrition
Food Chemistry
Preventive Medicine
…

In 88 Countries
Usa 30%
Italy 10%

Spain 7.5%
Japan 7%

England 6%
Netherlands 6%

Greece 5%
France 5%

Germany 4.8%
Finland 4.6%

…

In 88 Countries
Usa 30%
Italy 10%

Spain 7.5%
Japan 7%

England 6%
Netherlands 6%

Greece 5%
France 5%

Germany 4.8%
Finland 4.6%

…

By recognized institutions
Harvard University

Columbia University
INRA

London Imperial College
Milan University

Tech University Munich
UCLA

Cambridge University
Kyoto University

Toronto University
…

By recognized institutions
Harvard University

Columbia University
INRA

London Imperial College
Milan University

Tech University Munich
UCLA

Cambridge University
Kyoto University

Toronto University
…



Searching and navigation via citations to discover unique 
research and evaluate the impact of research

Visualization & reporting tools help identify trends and generate reports
• Analyze & Refine tools, Citation Report, Citation Map

Integration with ISI Web of Knowledge resources to aid the entire 
research cycle

• EndNote Web, ResearcherID
• Single article level classification scheme across all resources
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Web of Science 
The quality and reliability of metrics is only as good as the data used to generate them



Bibliometrics

“If you can measure that of which you speak, and can express it by 
a number, you know something of your subject; but if you cannot 
measure it, your knowledge is meager and unsatisfactory”

- Lord Kelvin (William Thomson)

“If you can measure that of which you speak, and can express it by 
a number, you know something of your subject; but if you cannot 
measure it, your knowledge is meager and unsatisfactory”

- Lord Kelvin (William Thomson)

Citation metrics are:
Transparent
Repeatable
Easily understood
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US National Science Foundation                                  
Science & Engineering Indicators

European Commission:
European Union
Science & Technology Indicators

Also used by government entities in 
France, Australia, Italy, Japan, UK, 
Portugal, Norway, Spain, Belgium, 
South Korea, Canada, and more, to 
shape higher education policy.

Times Higher Education World 
University Rankings
”powered by Thomson Reuters”

Agence 
d’évaluation de 
la recherche et 
de 
l’enseignement

Research Analytics
The Thomson Reuters Data Foundation
Thomson Reuters’ publication and citation metrics are an important piece of many published 
research assessments throughout the world.
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We successfully predicted 9 Nobel prize 2011 winners
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Serbia’s Highly Cited Papers

This article is a Highly Cited Paper
It is within the most influential 1% of the 
world’s publications in physics of 2006

This article is a Highly Cited Paper
It is within the most influential 1% of the 
world’s publications in physics of 2006

In the past 10 years, Serbia
has published many Highly Cited Papers

in various disciplines:
114 Serbian publications are within the 1% 

of the most influential papers of the past decade

In the past 10 years, Serbia
has published many Highly Cited Papers

in various disciplines:
114 Serbian publications are within the 1% 

of the most influential papers of the past decade
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Serbia’s Hot Papers

In the past 2 years, Serbia
has published 14 articles that are

within the 0.1% of the world’s 
most cited articles in the last two months.

In the past 2 years, Serbia
has published 14 articles that are

within the 0.1% of the world’s 
most cited articles in the last two months.



A famous indicator:
The Journal Impact Factor

• The journal impact factor is a measure of the frequency with 
which the "average article" in a journal has been cited in a 
particular year.

• One common misuse of the IF is to evaluate papers, or people

• An IF value has to be placed into a disciplinary context

• Is an Impact Factor of 1.294 a good IF?



A famous indicator: 
The H index

Rank Author A               Author B
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

24
20
18
12

6
3
2
1
1
0

1,020
220
110

11
4
2
1
0
0
0

h-index: 5
h-index: 4

The h-index, while being 
a very informative metric, 
does not take into 
account this uneven 
distribution.

Many articles are not 
included in the 
calculation

A single indicator is not 
enough.

A combination of metrics is 
necessary for a meaningful 
analysis of a given situation

A single indicator is not 
enough.

A combination of metrics is 
necessary for a meaningful 
analysis of a given situation



From Web of Science to Incites

• For more than four decades Thomson Reuters has provided a wide 
range of tools and services supporting accurate and effective 
research evaluation.

• Our specialist work with Web of Science data and ensure maximum 
standardization and unification before delivery to customers.

• Thomson Reuters offers not just simple counts and averages, but 
real “metrics” founded on baselines for comparison and normalized 
statistics.



Web of Science presents Actual Citations 
for published works.

But -- just how “highly cited” is this paper?

Thomson Reuters Research Analytics: Creation of “Real Metrics”

Web of Science full record:



Thomson Reuters Research Analytics: Creation of “Real Metrics”

Putting a citation number into a 
meaningful context:

-Same type of document (Review)

-Same Publication year (2008)

-Same field (Neurosciences)

The Expected citation rate

for this publication is X

87

X

We calculate 
the ratio

If this ratio is below 1 then 
we find a performance 

below average in terms of 
citation of publications 

within a category.

If this ratio is above 1 then 
we find a performance 

above average in terms of 
citation of publications 

within a category.



A baseline of 1.0 represents 
average influence for a body 

of published work.

23

Who are our most productive and influential 
researchers? 
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Which collaboration is leading to research with the 
greatest impact? 



In which field are we publishing the most?
In which field do we have the strongest average impact?
In which field(s) are we better than our peers?

In which field are we publishing the most?
In which field do we have the strongest average impact?
In which field(s) are we better than our peers?

How can we identify our strengths and weaknesses in 
different disciplines? 

« Peers » = Institutions publishing the same type of documents, at the 
same time, and in the same field
« Peers » = Institutions publishing the same type of documents, at the 
same time, and in the same field



Where is our research funding coming from?
Are these funding generating good impact?



How can we identify our strengths and weaknesses in 
different disciplines? 

Serbia’s 
average Impact

Serbia’s 
average Impact



What is our production in one field, compared to other 
countries?

Is this a fair 
comparison?
Is this a fair 

comparison?



What is our impact in one field, compared to other 
countries?



WEB OF SCIENCE
Introducing The Book Citation Index

The influence of scholarly
books is clear, as is their 
integration with journal and 
proceedings literature.
We will bring these resources 
together in web of knowledge, 
with introduction of the book 
citation index  into web of 
science  later this year. 



• Science and Social Science and Humanities
-- coverage includes publications back to 2003

• Content will be comprised of scholarly books, both electronic 
and print, that present fully referenced articles of original 
research, or reviews of the literature.
o Both multi-authored and single-authored
o Series and non-series

• Full indexing of Books and individually-authored Book Chapters.
o Capture of all fundamental bibliographic

information as well as author cited references. 

WEB OF SCIENCE
Introducing The Book Citation Index



http://wokinfo.com/products_tools/multidisciplinary/bookcitationindex/

As with everything Thomson 
Reuters does with content, 
quality is extremely important.
All books will be reviewed
by our Editorial staff.

WEB OF SCIENCE
Introducing The Book Citation Index



To Date:
Social Sciences + Arts & Humanities   58%
Natural Sciences 42%

SUBJECT AREA COVERAGE 

Social & Behavioral Sciences 40%

Arts & Humanities 18%

Engineering/Computing/Technology 13%

Physics/Chemistry 12%

Clinical Medicine 6%

Life Sciences 6%

Agriculture/Biology 5%

WEB OF SCIENCE
Introducing The Book Citation Index

• 30,000 books (10,000 new books added each year)

• Reciprocal links to/from book records and book chapters



From this record for a book 
chapter, we can easily 

navigate to the record for the 
entire volume of the series…

WEB OF SCIENCE
Introducing The Book Citation Index



WEB OF SCIENCE
Introducing The Book Citation Index

Complete integration of book 
citations in the Web of Science tools



Thank you and happy anniversary!


